START TO FINISH:
STEPS TO COMPLETING
6-TRACK LESSONS & PROJECT

STEP 1 REGISTER /LOG IN
LEAD4CHANGE.ORG
REGISTER and create your member account.
Each time you return to Lead4Change.org, LOG IN.

STEP 2 MEMBER DASHBOARD
On your Member Dashboard, you can always click
on GETTING STARTED to finish the steps and
helpful links to participate.

STUDENT SURVEY
Before you begin the Lessons, click LEADERSHIP
SURVEY and follow the steps to have students take
the pre-program survey. Your students’ responses will
be available on this page specifically for you to view
and download.
You are ready to grab the Lessons and begin! Click
LESSONS and make the choices that work best in
your setting.

STEP 3 LESSONS
CHOOSE YOUR TRACK —12 or 6 lessons—then
choose the lessons in the format you prefer:
> Print

> Editable PDFs

> Google Docs

You can also choose to access the lessons
individually or as a full set.
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STEP 3 LESSONS (CONTINUED)
SO WHAT?

NOW WHAT?

Teamwork is going to be so important
throughout life, and as you work together
to complete your Lead4Change project.
Remember to always bring your strengths
to every activity you complete together
and work to build up your teammates.
Understanding the issues will also be
important so you can make wise decisions
and speak intelligently with others. It is also
the first step towards writing a Big Goal and
selecting a project idea.

Turn in to your teacher:
u Visual representation of team strengths
Use the list of team skills you discussed in
activity one and make a visual representation
of these skills defining a team. This can be a
drawing, photo, graph ... anything that shows
how your ideal team will work together.
Add to your Challenge entry:
u Name of issue you selected to address
in project

NOW GO
CHOOSE!

At the end of each Lesson, the NOW WHAT? Box
shows exactly what student teams will turn-in to
show their work is complete. It also shows what to
insert into the Challenge entry.

In the last lesson, the PROJECT SUBMISSION
CHECKLIST provides a simple list of all items for
the Challenge Entry. This is also a great tool for
grading students’ work.
TIP: The work your students are doing in the
lessons is exactly what goes into your Challenge
entry. The Lead4Change Challenge is a recap 		
of the work completed.

STEP 4 CHALLENGE ENTRY
You may enter your students’ work in the
Lead4Change Challenge for an opportunity 		
to win up to $10,000 for your school or charity.
On you Member Dashboard click on CREATE TEAM
to begin.
For each student team, you can share a link to the
STUDENT INPUT form for student teams to input
their work.
You can complete the EDUCATOR INPUT form.
Once both parts are submitted, the REVIEW &
SUBMIT form will show your full entry. Please review,
edit and then submit to the Lead4Change Challenge.

STEP 5 FINAL STUDENT ASSESSMENT
When the lessons are complete, return to the
LEADERSHIP SURVEY page. Share the postprogram survey link for students to assess their
skills after participating in Lead4Change. Your
students’ results will appear on this page for you
to view and download.
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RESOURCES
The RESOURCES page has many guides to show
how the lessons align with Education Standards and
integrate into core subjects and pathways like CTE.
You can find lesson-by-lesson alignment to SEL,
PBL, Literacy and other major standards. Also find
ways to integrate the lessons into your class, club or
advisory time with clear steps and practices.
The VIDEO page has all of the lesson videos—
either in a downloadable PDF or individual videos
for viewing. You will also find other testimonial
videos here.

Resource Example: Social &
Emotional Learning Alignment Guide
SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL
LEARNING ALIGNMENT GUIDE

6-LESSON TRACK

Lead4Change is a widely used and innovative student-led program that educates students about leadership and
community service through classroom lessons. Leadership skills are developed as students practice by leading a project
to benefit their school or community.
Refer to this chart to determine the CASEL Competencies addressed within the Lead4Change lessons; descriptions
listed below.
LEAD4CHANGE LESSONS
2, 3, 4, 6

LEAD4CHANGE LESSONS
1, 4, 6

SELFAWARENESS

Video
Library
LEAD4CHANGE LESSONS

SELFMANAGEMENT

Social &
Emotional
Learning

SOCIAL
AWARENESS

RESPONSIBLE
DECISIONMAKING

17

RELATIONSHIP
SKILLS

2, 3, 4

Lead4Change has a national, full year research
study which shows the proven outcomes of the
program in 78 areas of Social Emotional Learning
and Leadership. See the data and download the
reports from our RESEARCH page.
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LEAD4CHANGE LESSONS
4, 5, 6

LEAD4CHANGE LESSONS
2, 4, 5, 6

VIDEO LIBRARY
RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

SELF-AWARENESS
Students assess their strengths and limitations by identifying
and reflecting on events that have helped shape who they are.
> Lifeline > 3 big questions > Self and team role reflection
SELF-MANAGEMENT
INTRODUCTION
DAVID NOVAK
– ANby
INSIGHTStudents
learn goalTO
setting and organizational
skills
DRIVEN APPROACH TO LEADING
LEAD4CHANGE
developing
and executing an action
plan&with
their team
PEOPLE
ACHIEVING
BIG GOALS
that meets a school or community need.
> Research > Action plan > Setting goals
RESPONSIBLE DECISION-MAKING
Students consider the well-being of others. Researching
and analyzing school or community needs and working as
BIGsolving
GOAL and
aDAVID
team toNOVAK
develop– aBE
solution requires problem
YOUR BEST SELF
communication
skills. Teams track their progress and
adapt their actions to make necessary changes within
their service project.
> People map > Self and team reflections
> Tracking team progress

Students work within a team framework to satisfy a school or
community need. Students need to appreciate the strengths
of others, communicate clearly, listen well, and cooperate in
order for their team to be successful.
> Elevator speech > Persuasive writing
> Generating
ads >OF
Developing a partnership
non-profit
IMPORTANCE
MARKETwith
THEaCHANGE
CREATING A PEOPLE MAP
SOCIAL-AWARENESS
Students become socially aware and learn to empathize
through research of a specific school or community need.
Students recognize and appreciate the diversity of their
school and local community.
> Research community need
>YOU
Understanding
non-profit organizationsDAVID NOVAK –
HAVE TO BELIEVE
IT CAN BE DONE
OVERCOME BARRIERS

Research

“ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors for Student Success: K-12 College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Every Student” Copyright 2018 ASCA
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ACTIVITY INSTRUCTION:
CREATING A PEOPLE MAP
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DAVID NOVAK – UNLEASH
THE POWER OF PEOPLE

BUILD YOUR TEAM

DAVID NOVAK –
PERSONALIZE YOUR VISION

DAVID NOVAK – CHANGE
IS NEVER OVER

BUILD TRUST

DAVID NOVAK – CREATE A VISION
STRUCTURE AND CULTURE

CREATE YOUR
ELEVATOR SPEECH

THE CHANGE IS
NEVER OVER

DAVID NOVAK – BE AN
AVID LEARNER

ANTICIPATE HURDLES

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTION:
CREATE AN ELEVATOR SPEECH

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTION:
RECOGNITION

RESEARCH THE ISSUES

CREATE AN ACTION PLAN

DAVID NOVAK –
MARKET THE CHANGE

CELEBRATE & RECOGNIZE
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